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Introduction

Io-Jupiter

Radio-emissions

Acceleration

Chemistry

Other (exo-)planets

Millisecond radio bursts
● Discreet, a few millisecond long
● Drift in frequency: the source move toward smaller B, i.e. higher altitudes
The electron velocity can be deduced from the drift rate

Projects

Acceleration by Potential drops and electrons energy

Acceleration region

First precise measurements of the
electron energy 2-5 keV
Discovery of electric potential drops
at Jupiter~ 100's V
Successive observations over ~1 hour:
The potential drop move at the speed
of sound
May be ion acoustic structures, as seen
at Earth
But insufficient to explain the energy
of the electrons

[Hess, Zarka,Mottez, 2007]
[Hess, Zarka,Mottez,Ryabov, 2009]
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Acceleration by Alfvén waves
Alfvén waves carry mostly a perpendicular electric field.
However they can develop a parallel electric field when their perpendicular
wavelength is close to the electron inertial length.
E//=ake2B
Need small
wavelengths

Jupiter
Acceleration region

Io
[Jones and Su, 2008]
[Hess,Delamere et al., 2010]

Acceleration by Alfvén waves
Numerical code:
● Simulate the electron velocity distributions along a magnetic field line
● Along which an Alfven wave propagates
● Radio waves amplification is computed from the distributions

[Hess,Mottez,Zarka, 2007]
[Hess,Mottez,Zarka, 2009]

To be continued:
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Do the Alfvén waves carry enough power to accelerate the electrons to the correct energy ?
and to produce the power emitted by auroras?
♦ 1012 W generated at Io
♦ 1010 W must be transfered to the electron to explain the radio and UV emissions


♦ E//=ake2BAccelerations need small perpendicular scales << Rio

♦ Moreover, a part of the Alfvén wave power is reflected on the torus boundaries!
Large va gradients large reflection

Alfvén power transmission
Carefull computations of the reflection coefficient
as a function of the and // wavelengths show:
♦ only small // wavelengths escape the torus
♦ wavelength has little impact
Still small wavelengths are needed for acceleration

We compute the wave transmission
and the electron acceleration

Two different distributions are tested:
♦ Io scale distribution (Gaussian)
♦ Filamented distribution (Power law)

Alfvén power transfer to the electrons
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Alfvén wave transmission through the torus
~20%

~50%
Power transfer to the particle

~0.05%

~10%
Power precipitated

~108W
[Hess et al, 2010]

~5.1010W
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Parametric Study Menu

T o test the model:
model interactions with ≠ parameters:

A pply to other objects
E nceladus
E uropa
A pply to Io at ≠ longitude

Enceladus and Europa

[Hess et al, submitted]
We performed at Enceladus and Europa the same power transfer study we performed at Io,
with the same result :
Long scales :
Filamented :

150 W
~7 107W

106 W
109W

Filamented Alfven waves produces the correct amount
of power needed to explain the UV aurora brightness.

Longitudinal variations
Preliminary results.... It's complicated

Io south

Io North

Io South

What was expected :
♦ Modulation of the power generated
with Io's distance from the torus center
♦ Modulation of the acceleration with
the surface field
What was not expected :
♦ Reflection along the whole field lines
♦ Modification of the shape of the spot
(acts on k┴)
x30
North
South

Conclusion :
To be continued....
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